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A gradual emergence from the worst of the global Covid-19 pandemic
during the second half of this reporting period gives us strong grounds
for optimism for Connect Academy and its participants, following an

The work of Connect Academy is defined in
this report through the use of three distinct
categories: the progress of our participants,
our high-performance approach and our
drive towards long-term sustainability.

extremely challenging time.
With a sense of normality returning at the time of writing, our emerging

Participants

professional athletes, coaches and school-aged participants have at last been

Lukhanyo Vokozela’s senior Western Province rugby debut is yet

able to resume their development with vital regularity and consistency, on and

another milestone for our academy, as is the employment of Bulelani

off the sports field.

Sali as a full-time professional by the Falcons franchise.
We will use our experience with these trailblazers, among others, to

This sustained progress towards the professional adult world has seldom

guide our next steps with our school leavers to come, as well as how we

been more important to those from disadvantaged backgrounds, particularly

foster relationships with our partners in youth rugby to engender day-to-

when set against a backdrop of catastrophic youth unemployment and

day environments that are inclusive, diverse and put the individual first.

widespread economic instability in South Africa.

Landmarks including a Currie Cup Premier Division rugby debut for Lukhanyo
Vokozela with Western Province provide vindication and encouragement
regarding our holistic, adaptive and long-term approach to the development of
young people, with other Connect athletes including Bulelani Sali and Lamla
Nunu also making their way as full-time professionals during this time.

Performance
Our search for an improved, sustainable training facility will continue in
such a way that doesn’t risk the financial health or the progress made in
recent years, as we grow the professional side of our work.
Connect’s non-playing participants are increasingly important to this, as
they develop into our workforce tasked with building towards

Their experiences in recent years have given us a clear understanding of how
best to support our next crop of school-leavers at the end of this year, giving
their wellbeing and personal development primacy alongside their athletic and
academic progress.

professional outcomes for our playing participants and growing client
base including elite and emerging athletes, schools and the public.

Sustainability
With domestic fundraising proving increasingly frustrating, the reopening
of society allows us to resume the building of partnerships with

Those on our non-playing pathway have built their momentum towards
increasing financial and personal independence from our charitable
programme, albeit hindered by the lingering impacts of the pandemic, with an
increasing focus on this in the months to come.

companies and educational institutions beyond South Africa, not least
through our partnership with Edwin Doran Sports Tours.
We are also confident of developing local alliances with like-minded
businesses, schools, clubs and individuals, while creating reciprocal
relationships with athletes as they become fully-fledged professionals.

The ongoing growth of these young people will be at the heart of our long-term
sustainability, as examples of sporting excellence from humble beginnings in
their own right, as well as using their own journeys as pioneers in our
programme to nurture the next generation that follows.

2022
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Make A Donation To
Support Connect

2022

Our Journey So Far

WE ALWAYS WELCOME DONATIONS, HOWEVER LARGE OR SMALL,

2014

2015

2016

Township training starts informally
in Khayelitsha, Cape Town.

Competitive, regular contact
rugby begins for our children.

SA Sport Industry Development
Programme of The Year winners.

2019

2018

2017

ON A RECURRING OR ONCE-OFF BASIS, TO SUPPORT OUR WORK.
YOU CAN DONATE TO HELP US NURTURE SOUTH AFRICA’S NEXT
GENERATION AS AN INDIVIDUAL OR THROUGH YOUR COMPANY.

Donate To Connect Academy
Donations have played a huge part in helping Connect Academy
reach this stage of its development, taking our participants from their
disadvantaged childhood circumstances, all the way through to their
first steps in the professional, adult world and beyond.

Your support gives us the ability to work with flexibility in what is an
ever-changing environment, enabling us to meet the individual needs

Our Banking Details

Sesethu Mtshazi selected for
South Africa Women rugby team.

Move into our own, purpose-built
training facility in Cape Town.

First scholarships arranged for
athletes at Cape Town Schools.

of each of the young people in our care.

Connect is a registered non-profit company (registration number:
2012 / 057683 / 08) with PBO status. We are able to issue Section

Account Name
Connect Community
Development

18(A) certificates on all applicable South African donations.

Bank
FNB
Account Number
62356179939
Branch Code
250059
Swift Code
FIRNZAJJ

2020
Seabelo Senatla joins as board
member, ambassador & mentor.

2021
Kholo Montsi turns professional at
18-years-old on world tennis tour.

2022
Lukhanyo Vokozela makes his
Western Province senior debut.
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The challenges he has faced are representative of
countless more across South Africa, particularly those
confronting

young

people

from

less

privileged

backgrounds. Provided we have the resources to do so, our
ambition is to take our personalised approach to as many
young adults in this situation as we can.

Our leading senior female athlete, Sesethu Mtshazi, also
returned to action in the final quarter of this reporting
period, following several months of injury rehabilitation,
taking part in the national Women’s Premier Division
competition with Western Province.

Our Participants
Playing Pathway

Two of our young athletes placed on scholarships, Ridhau

As Covid-19 restrictions have eased during the second half

Bey and Akha Mjawule, have entered their final high school

of this reporting period, we are delighted that several of our

year with Wynberg Boys’ High School and SACS

school-aged participants not placed on scholarships are

respectively in Cape Town, with both featuring in the trials

benefiting from our growing partnership with a local

process for the Western Province Craven Week squad

government school, Bosmansdam High School.

We reached another major milestone in the final

This is centered on their ability to make educated,

quarter of this reporting period, with Lukhanyo

empowered decisions in navigating a ‘system’ riddled

Vokozela becoming the first Connect Academy athlete

with what we view to be unnecessary, self-defeating

It has been emboldening to use what we have learned from

playing opportunities for our young people who still live in

to play in South Africa’s Currie Cup Premier Division.

conflicts of interest on an institutional level, seldom

our first scholarship graduates in recent years to assist

their home communities, as opposed to those awarded

putting the professional let alone personal development

Ridhau and Akha, as well as several more of our

bursaries who are mostly full-time boarders in their school

of the individuals first.

youngsters that will follow them on this path, in a holistic,

hostels.

Making his senior debut for Western Province, it was the
latest step for Lukhanyo, with whom we began working at
the age of 13 in the township of Khayelitsha, Cape Town.

ahead of the flagship national event in July.
This has already provided consistent, safe training and

individualised way that puts their welfare and interests
Another positive outcome during this reporting period is
that of Bulelani Sali, who has featured throughout the

This built on Under 20 selection alongside Lamla Nunu,

2022 Currie Cup season as a full-time professional for

whose own progress has followed a similar path, with the

the Falcons franchise.

above all else.

Particularly pleasing has been a willingness from the school
and its staff to embrace diversity, acknowledging and
making an effort to understand both the daily and long-term
challenges faced by some of our most in need.

pair also selected for the South African U20 training camp
ahead of the return of international fixtures in 2022.

As described previously, Bulelani’s story falls into an
area we believe will be a key focus for our work in the

It has proved a challenging yet instructive time for our

coming years: that of those falling out of professional

participants as well as our leadership team. Competing

sport between the ages of 18-21.

interests and a fundamentally flawed relationship between
provincial rugby unions, varsity system and national set up

To be making a living from rugby, aged 24 at the time of

leave athletes completely uncertain about their own futures.

writing, is testament to Bulelani’s resilience and
dedication, as well as a vindication of our commitment

Now able to see this at close quarters through the

to providing sustained, holistic support to those that

experience of our own participants, we are better placed to

need it wherever possible.

help those that follow.

Providing we continue to experience a return to normality in
the wake of the pandemic, we are energised by the
potential of this relationship in the months ahead.
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Our Participants
Non-Playing Pathway
The

development

of

our

non-playing

pathway

Pivotal to this is to drive for a more rapid progression from

throughout the last 12 months has been of equal

‘participant to colleague’ for those that will remain a part of

importance to our playing stream, given both the

our system, with our humanitarian approach having

immediate needs of the young adults involved and the

occasionally inhibited this development while we have

long-term sustainability of Connect Academy.

trialled this pilot project.

As we emerge from two years of unthinkable disruption, we

That said, we remain committed to a method that creates a

A CONSTANT THEME THROUGHOUT THE LAST

believe we have used the time as wisely as possible in

challenging yet nurturing environment for these young

YEAR HAS BEEN OUR DESIRE TO MOVE FROM

making a start on nurturing our next generation in the wider

adults, never forgetting the impact of their individual and

OUR

sports industry.

collective lived experience on their development.

Having used a combination of practical work opportunities,

Our mission with our athletes is to encourage them as free-

supplementary qualifications and courses, as well as

thinking, emboldened people in an unpredictable and often

consistent and wide-ranging personal support, we now

insecure environment.

EXISTING

CONNECT

PERFORMANCE

CENTRE TO A BESPOKE FACILITY THAT WILL
MEET THE DEMANDS OF CONNECT ACADEMY
FOR ITS NEXT PHASE OF DEVELOPMENT.

have a core group of young adults ready to take the next
steps into independent, gainful employment.

We

have

identical

aspirations

for

our

non-playing

We undertook a thorough process of planning,

Connect Performance has made a steady emergence from

participants, who are challenged to become independent,

designing and budgeting for a range of new facility

the worst of the Covid-19 pandemic, where gym facilities

This has not been a straightforward or linear process, not

entrepreneurial young adults, well equipped to navigate the

options throughout this period, in what proved to be an

faced some of the most stringent lockdown restrictions as

least given the impact of Covid-19, but it is another area in

professional world.

enlightening experience.

well as suffering a huge loss in consumer confidence that

which we are better able now to improve upon this process

still persists.

with school-leavers and those suited to non-playing roles

Provided business continues to return towards normal

At the time of writing, we have decided to put on hold the

coming to us externally in the future.

levels, we expect to start seeing consistent, practical

creation of a new facility, not least given the significant

Our young group of coaches have maintained their work

outcomes as our initial cohort progress towards full

capital investment that would be required for the project as

with elite athletes, emerging professionals and the general

independence, paving the way for those that follow.

designed, although we will still put to use the practical and

public, while the reopening of society has allowed us to

financial lessons learned throughout the planning phase.

grow our work off-site in providing sports coaching to local
schools - something which we intend to expand in the

That does not alter our intention to find an improved

coming months.

working environment that better suits the overall needs of
our academy participants, staff and leadership, as well as

The next task will be to continue aligning Connect Academy

the athletes, schools and public clients with whom those on

and Connect Performance as a non-profit company and a

our non-playing pathway work.

for-profit business respectively as the economy begins to
recover, engineering an environment that provides effective

The time spent on this next chapter in our development has

progress for young participants, as well as a consistent,

certainly not been wasted, with several options available for

quality service for emerging and elite professional athletes.

us to pursue in the coming months, with the twin aims of
improving our day-to-day working environment while
reducing unnecessary expenditure.
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Sustainability
AT THE HEART OF OUR NEXT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT IS THE LONG-

Financial

TERM SUSTAINABILITY AND CONTINUED GROWTH OF CONNECT

professionally from our support, care and expertise will

ACADEMY, BUILDING ON THE EMERGENCE FROM COVID-19.

need to be addressed, as will as the continued growth of

arrangements

with

athletes

that

benefit

our coaching and administrative department with an
The Coronavirus pandemic has left us on an emergency
footing for much of the last two years, with donor fatigue an

increasing eye on meeting professional standards in a

The human aspect of what we describe above cannot and
should not be underestimated, not least given the fact that

This has undoubtedly set us and our participants back in
many ways, as with many other industries at home and
overseas,

through

economic

collapse,

South Africa continues to grapple nationwide with a

and welfare implications of the crisis.

We must take full advantage of the reopening of society,
resetting

existing

and

historic

partnerships

where

appropriate, while continuing to build on new relationships,
That said, it is our firm belief that we emerge from the worst
of the pandemic a much stronger, adaptive and ambitious
institution than when we entered it early in 2020.

One striking reason for this is the growth into and towards
adulthood of our initial cohort of participants, who have
gone from being nurtured through childhood and into the

long-term arrangement with Edwin Doran Sports Tours.

While the four matchdays for 2022 is a significant and

They also give Connect the basis from which to build

understandable reduction on the pre-pandemic numbers,

mutually beneficial relationships with some of the United

we are confident it is a sign of a continued return to

Kingdom’s most prestigious schools and clubs, as we did

normality from 2023 onward.

with real success prior to the pandemic.

These fixtures provide playing opportunities for the young

The limited fixture programme for this year allows us to

people in our programme, as well as those outside our

reinvigorate this side of our work, reaching more young

system that would otherwise not be given a platform such

people than ever before, while providing an authentic,

as this through their own schools or clubs.

diverse and memorable experience for the touring parties.

Our sense is that international partnerships will become

This approach was given further weight by the nature of our

increasingly relevant in future, not only due to South

funding application to the South African National Lotteries

Africa’s beleaguered economy but as we anticipate our

Commission,

athletes beginning to take their own professional careers

proposals and follow-ups were met with a standard

beyond home soil.

rejection letter citing, “a lack of budget.”

A successful example of this is our sponsorship

That we received this within days of the government-

arrangement with Volkswagen, facilitated through our

appointed watchdog revealing to Parliament an initial R300

Board member and Stormers rugby player, Seabelo

million of corrupt payments from the Lotteries’ fund was not

Senatla, who is also an ambassador for the vehicle

lost on us.

catastrophically high rate of youth unemployment.

far-reaching

lockdown restrictions and the very real day-to-day health

touring rugby fixtures in the coming months, through our

genuine, outcomes-based work environment.

increasing issue and reliable long-term planning at times
impossible.

We will also see a welcome return of our ability to host

including our multilayered connection with Bosmansdam
High School, which has included reliable, part-time work for
our coaches beginning in February 2022.

where

several

months

of

paperwork,

professional sports industry with our support.

Practically, this gives us a growing team of young adults on
the cusp of being employed in our system while making the
final transition to living independently from our financial
support in a charity context.

company.
We remain optimistic despite the absence of domestic

It also means we have several athletes, most of whom we
have worked with since their first steps, particularly in
rugby, now making an impact on the national and
international stage.

These two strands make for an exciting platform that we
now must make use of to secure Connect’s own selfreliance and prosperity for 2023 and beyond.

It has proved a fresh contrast from a host of negative

support, however, because our strength lies in the young

experiences

people with whom we work.

we

have

had

in

attempting

to

build

relationships with corporate sponsors wholly within South
Africa, with our sustained commitment to providing long-

As more of them progress into independent adulthood, as

term access to resources and opportunities not matching

more make their mark on the national and global sporting

with an apparently common desire for one-off publicity

stage, they will stand as proof of what can be achieved from

events that entirely fail to address the systemic issues

even the most humble of beginnings when people and their

faced by young people from disadvantaged backgrounds.

needs are kept at the heart of the decision-making process.
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Lukhanyo Vokozela
Western Province Rugby &

Playing Pathway

Becoming A Professional Athlete

The development of so many of our young athletes towards the cusp of

SA Rugby Academy

Lukhanyo’s Story
IT IS OUR MISSION TO PROVE THAT
THE CEILING OF AMBITION CAN BE

Lukhanyo Vokozela was 13-years-old when he first joined our massparticipation, community outreach training sessions in the township of

professional sport has taught us that it is not just a pipe dream for

EQUALLY HIGH FOR A YOUNG PERSON

children growing up in difficult circumstances, but a viable ambition to

FROM A DISADVANTAGED

Khayelitsha, Cape Town. Seven years later he made his senior Western

pursue. This is only the case, however, when institutions make a

BACKGROUND AS FOR SOMEONE

Province rugby debut in the 2022 Currie Cup, having signed his first

concerted, consistent effort to provide access to quality resources and

BORN OF RELATIVE PRIVILEGE, IF THEY

junior professional contract in 2020. Via a scholarship at Rondebosch

opportunities to young athletes that show the promise and desire to

HAVE THE RIGHT ENVIRONMENT.

Boys’ High School, he represented South Africa at senior school level

succeed. Our playing pathway creates a supportive, challenging

and Western Province at age group level.

environment for those that display these attributes as they progress
through high school. We have also, more recently, begun to focus on

He’s not alone from those early days. Lamla Nunu (inset above with

those at risk of dropping out of professional sport between the ages of

Lukhanyo, left) has mirrored his journey with us from township field to

18 and 21. There is a chronic wastage of talent at this stage in South

professional rugby. There are plenty more to follow in their footsteps.

Africa and overseas - and we intend to prevent it wherever we can.

Our young athletes
go into professional
sport as trailblazers
- and they do it with
the full support of
our academy, on
hand to help them
navigate a complex
profession every
step of the way.
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Lutho Mpande
Connect Performance Coach

Non-Playing Pathway

Lutho’s Story

Becoming An Industry Professional
A primary factor in setting up our own high performance centre was to
provide an environment in which our participants not pursuing a playing

Lutho’s journey with Connect started at the age of 14, in our very first
WHILE LUTHO CONTINUES HIS JOURNEY
AS A COACH, WE ARE ALSO PROVIDING

pathway could thrive just as much as those that do. It was our

OPPORTUNITIES IN AREAS SUCH AS

responsibility to do this, given so few of even the most gifted young

ADMINISTRATION,

athletes make a long-term playing career out of their talents and efforts,

DIGITAL PRODUCTION

not least those coming from disadvantaged backgrounds for a plethora

WITH THE INTENTION TO CREATE AN

of institutional and social reasons.

ALL-ENCOMPASSING

Our non-playing pathway has so far focused chiefly on coaching, by way

ROLES TO SUIT OUR NON-PLAYERS.

RECOVERY

/

of Khayelitsha, Cape Town, in 2014. Since then Lutho, a gifted athlete
and committed rugby player, has consistently displayed one of life’s

AND

most underrated traits: dependability. He has grown with us every step

-

of the way and it is a privilege for us to be able to call him a colleague in

ANALYSIS

TEAM

days of mass-participation children’s outreach coaching in the township

his coaching capacity with Connect Performance.

WITH

Lutho is now a qualified coach, working with professional athletes and

of practical, hands-on development with athletes and the general public.

emerging professionals from within Connect, as well as the general

We also make use of accredited training courses and further education

public. He embodies what is possible when young people are afforded

programmes tailored to the needs of each participant.

the chance to reach their full potential, whatever the circumstances.

We are so proud that
Lutho has come all
the way from child to
professional young
adult with us, acting
as an inspiration for
those that follow
him in the wider
sports industry.
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Josh’s
Story
Joshua Visagie is among those
combining his sporting aspirations
with

dedicated

professional

and

personal development on a full-time
residential

basis

at

our

high

performance centre in Cape Town.
He became one of our first cohort of
post-school apprentices in 2019 and
now works as a member of our
coaching team alongside his rugby
training in the local club environment.
Josh is a perfect example of the

Josh Visagie &
Sese Mtshazi

young people that can benefit from
consistent access to resources and
opportunities, as well as a vocational,

Athlete & Coach /

Hybrid Pathway
Training For Life On And Off The Field
While several of our participants fall into our Playing and Non-Playing
pathways by the time they leave school, many benefit the most from this

University Student

holistic approach, both as an athlete
and as a professional young adult in
the working world.

THIS APPROACH GIVES US THE MOST

Due to the lack
of funding in
women’s sport
in particular,
this is an
essential way
to work with our
aspirational
athletes as
they move on
from school.

Sese’s
Story
Sesethu Mtshazi is a South African
international rugby player, having
made her Springbok Women's debut
against Spain in 2019. Sese, who has
also represented the Lady Blitzboks
in the rugby sevens format, is a Currie
Cup winner in domestic rugby with
Western Province, her local union.
We have been working with Sese
since 2015 when she was 17-yearsold in Khayelitsha, Cape Town.
Alongside her rugby ambitions, Sese

ADAPTABILITY IN WORKING WITH

has undertaken a degree course in

THOSE THAT DISPLAY THE TALENT AND

sports management at the Cape

DRIVE TO BECOME PROFESSIONAL

Peninsula University of Technology,

third Connect Academy approach, allowing them the time and space to

ATHLETES, WITHOUT THEM HAVING

not least in recognition of the lack of

develop as professional young adults, on and off the sports field.

BENEFITED FROM THE OPPORTUNITIES
OF THE LUCKY FEW. IT ALSO ENSURES

professional career opportunities as a

The 18-21 age group is most vulnerable to falling out of the system,
particularly in our primary team sport of rugby, with those that haven’t

WE ARE PREPARING THEM,

attended elite schools or been selected for representative age group

PERSONALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY,

teams, as well as female athletes, greatly disadvantaged.

FOR THE WIDER WORKING WORLD.

This approach works in a vocational way, with athletes also training in
areas such as coaching or administration. It also serves those that twin
their playing aspirations with further education including university.

player in the women’s game.
She also became the first Connect
Academy athlete to be appointed to
our non-executive board as an athlete
representative in 2021.
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Sponsorship Opportunities
Infrastructure And Operational Partners
Connect Academy has been based at a purpose-built facility since
2018. This, coupled with what is now a known progression of our
participants into early adulthood and our growing institutional
maturity, has given us a long-term consistency and set of
expectations in our various areas of expenditure.
We need to cover ongoing operational costs including facility hire
and accommodation rental, as well as monthly food, transport,
school and further education costs for our on-site participants.
Our intention is also to invest in our physical infrastructure
including an artificial surface, entrance and storage facilities for our
on-site training field, as well as recovery rooms and education /
office facilities. This area also includes apparel and equipment.
CONNECT ACADEMY IS A REGISTERED NONPROFIT COMPANY WITH PBO STATUS.

WE ARE ABLE TO ISSUE SECTION

18(A)

CERTIFICATES TO MAKE ANY SOUTH AFRICAN
DONATIONS AND SPONSORSHIP TAX
DEDUCTIBLE.
CONNECT ACADEMY IS A B-BBEE EXEMPTED
MICRO ENTERPRISE.

AUDITED FINANCIAL REPORTS ARE AVAILABLE
SUBJECT TO REQUEST.

Return On Investment
We can provide several areas in which to generate a return on your investment in Connect
Academy. This includes online reach through several digital branding opportunities, as
well as working in collaboration in mutually beneficial digital media projects.

There are ample opportunities for physical branding at our high performance centre in
Burgundy Estate, Cape Town. This includes external and internal branding of the facility,
which measures c. 300 square metres, as well as perimeter and entrance signage, with
regular footfall encompassing elite professional athletes and the general public.

Connect Academy and its story has
been extensively featured in video, print
and digital media, in news and special
interest features, since 2014. Connect
was also named the South African
Sports Industry Development
Programme of The Year in 2016.

- CNN
- BBC News
- BBC Sport
- eNCA
- The Guardian

- SABC, Expresso
- News 24
- Daily Maverick
- GroundUp
- Sunday Times

Branding of company vehicles as well as staff and athlete apparel are also available, with
a reach including local markets in Cape Town and the Western Cape, with annual tour
fixtures against prestigious schools and clubs from the United Kingdom also a factor.

By partnering with Connect Academy you are committing to an organisation with an
established track record in nurturing young people from disadvantaged backgrounds, with
long-term planning, ethical and financial integrity, the cornerstone of what we do.
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Murray Ingram

Sesethu Mtshazi
Non-Executive

2022
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Sesethu has been a member of
Connect Academy since 2015
when she joined aged 17. She has

Executive
Capped Springbok and Connect

progressed in rugby to represent

Academy athlete representative.

the Springbok Women at Test
level, is a Currie Cup winner with
Western Province and undertook
a degree in sports management.

Yanga Qinga
Executive

Labeeb Levy
Non-Executive

Labeeb

has

alongside

been

Connect

working
Academy

since its formative days. He has
Stormers & WP Rugby skills

over 30 years of experience in

coach and technical analyst.

youth development alongside his
professional role as a senior
coach with the Stormers franchise
and Western Province Rugby.

Max Benson
Executive

Seabelo Senatla
Non-Executive

Seabelo

became

a

Connect

Director in 2021, alongside his
hands-on role as ambassador and

Connect Academy athlete mentor

athlete mentor. Named World

and ambassador.

Rugby Sevens Player of The Year
for

Our Board
OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS HAVE

Sibusiso Momoti

experience, expertise and leadership as Connect takes its next steps as

ACCRUED DECADES OF EXPERIENCE IN

Non-Executive

an institution. Connect’s Executive Directors have been involved on a

BOTH COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND

executive who remains at the heart of the Khayelitsha community.
We are committed to retaining one of our senior athletes as a
representative on a rotating basis, while we added active industry
expertise in both coaching and playing capacities in 2021.

South Africa’s

now plays for the

Stormers and Western Province.

Our Board of Directors is designed to provide a wealth of collective

core of our leadership team on a day-to-day basis, while we retain a non-

with

Blitzboks, he

About Our Directors

full-time basis since the academy’s formative days and now form the

2016

Sibusiso is a founding member of
Connect Academy

and

is

a

respected community leader in the

YOUTH ENGAGEMENT, AS WELL AS

Connect Academy co-founder

township of Khayelitsha, where

MEMBERS BEING ACTIVELY ENGAGED

and community leader.

many of our participants and their

IN PROFESSIONAL SPORT AT BOTH

families remain. He has huge

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LEVEL.

experience in working with at-risk
youth and in the education sector.

Connect Academy
Contact Info
Nurturing young professionals in the
sports

industry

through

consistent

access to resources and opportunities.

066 257 3626
max@connectperformance.co.za
22 Viridian Street, Burgundy Estate
Cape Town, South Africa.

